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Paper bg-2010-242 has been assessed by three reviewers which generally concur in
their assesssment which ranges from major revisions (#2) to reject (#1, #3). Most
importantly the reviewers rated the scientific significance of the paper generally poor,
arguing that, while their data are valuable, their findings hardly add any new information
to what is already known about the coupling between leaf and canopy processes. The
reviewers generally express that the dataset has considerable potential which needs
to be better exploited and make a number of suggestions to this end. It would appear
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to me that the most promising way to make this a significant contribution would be to
assimilate their data into a corresponding model and test their conclusions/hypothesis
with the model. As this calls for considerable additional work, I am not sure whether
this can be done in reasonable time (i.e. within the time limits within which revisions
are due). Should the authors nevertheless decide to submit a revised paper, it should
take all reviewer comments into account and be accompanied by a point-by-point reply
to the reviewer comments. I am sorry that I can not be more positive at this stage.
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